An evolutionary missing link? A modest-mass early-type galaxy hosting an oversized nuclear black hole
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ABSTRACT
SAGE1C J053634.78−722658.5 is a galaxy at redshift z = 0.14, discovered behind the Large Magellanic Cloud in the Spitzer Space Telescope Surveying the Agents of Galaxy Evolution Spectroscopy survey. It has very strong silicate emission at 10 µm but negligible far-IR and UV emission. This makes it a candidate for a bare active galactic nuclei (AGN) source in the IR, perhaps seen pole-on, without significant IR emission from the host galaxy. In this paper we present optical spectra taken with the Southern African Large Telescope to investigate the nature of the underlying host galaxy and its AGN. We find broad Hα emission characteristic of an AGN, plus absorption lines associated with a mature stellar population (> 9 Gyr), and refine its redshift determination to z = 0.1428 ± 0.0001. There is no evidence for any emission lines associated with star formation. This remarkable object exemplifies the need for separating the emission from any AGN from that of the host galaxy when employing IR diagnostic diagrams. We estimate the black hole mass, MBH = 3.5 ± 0.8 × 10^8 M⊙, host galaxy mass, Mstars = 2.5 ± 2.2 × 10^10 M⊙, and accretion luminosity, Lbol(AGN) = 5.3 ± 0.4 × 10^{45} erg s^{-1} (≈12 per cent of the Eddington luminosity), and find the AGN to be more prominent than expected for a host galaxy of this modest size. The old age is in tension with the downsizing paradigm in which this galaxy would recently have transformed from a star-forming disc galaxy into an early-type, passively evolving galaxy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) result from accretion of gas by a supermassive black hole in the centre of a galaxy. AGN have been found in spiral galaxies and massive elliptical galaxies, but whilst it may be assumed that all spiral and massive elliptical galaxies harbour a supermassive black hole they do not all exhibit the same level of nuclear activity. AGN activity is linked to the assembly history of galaxies, with massive galaxies evolving faster. A result is the intimate link between the mass of the black hole and that of the host galaxy’s spheroidal component (Kormendy & Ho 2013; Graham 2015).

The current paradigm dictates that AGN manifest themselves in different guises depending on the angle under which they are seen (Netzer 2015): the broad emission-line region (BLR) in the dense, fast-rotating inner part of the AGN is obscured from view by a dusty torus if seen under a high inclination; this leaves exposed a narrow emission-line region (NLR). When the nucleus is seen more directly, then the optical emission has a strong continuum component obliterating the NLR – these so-called ‘blazars’ are relatively faint at far-infrared (far-IR) wavelengths. SAGE1C J053634.78−722658.5 (hereafter referred to as ‘SAGE0536AGN’) is an AGN which was serendipitously discovered by Hony et al. (2011, hereafter H11) in the Spitzer Space Telescope Survey of the Agents of Galaxy Evolution Spectroscopic follow-up of IR sources seen towards the Large Magellanic Cloud (SAGE-Spec: Kemper et al. 2010; Woods et al. 2011). Its peculiarity, and reason to have found its way into the SAGE-Spec target list, is due to its spectral energy distribution peaking at mid-IR wavelengths; the low-resolution Spitzer spectrum revealed the strongest silicate emission of any known AGN (H11). It is faint at optical wavelengths, ≈17–18 mag, and not detected at far-IR wavelengths, 70–160 µm, but radio loud (see H11 for a summary of measurements). H11 used the weak mid-IR emission bands that are generally attributed to Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) to estimate
The observations reported here were obtained with SALT (Buckley, Swart & Meiring 2006) under programmes 2012-1-UKSC-002 and 2013-1-UKSC-007 (PI: van Loon). With an $11 \times 10 \text{ m}^2$ segmented spherical primary mirror across which the pupil is tracked, SALT is the largest single optical telescope in the world. It is situated at the South African Astronomical Observatory site in the interior of the Northern Cape province in the Republic of South Africa, at an altitude of 1800 m. We made use of the Robert Stobie Spectrograph (RSS: Burgh et al. 2003; Kobulnicky et al. 2003) in its long-slit mode. The details of the observations are summarized in Table 1. The signal was sampled by $2 \times 2$ detector elements upon read-out, to limit electronic noise whilst adequately sampling the spectral and angular resolution elements. Two gaps appear in the spectrum because of the physical separation between the three detectors.

The slit was oriented $32^\circ$ east from north – roughly aligned with the Spitzer InfraRed Spectrograph’s short-wavelength slit and perpendicular to its much wider long-wavelength slit (cf. H11) – so as to overlap with an anonymous star and a resolved galaxy (narrowly missing its nucleus). The star, which we name [VS2013] J053640.54–722615.5 (hereafter ‘SAGE0536S’), is optically brighter than the target AGN and was deemed useful to cancel telluric absorption in the spectrum of the target. The galaxy, [GC2009] J053642.29–722556.6 (hereafter ‘SAGE0536G’) was discovered, also serendipitously, by Gruendl & Chu (2009) in their search for young stellar objects in the Spitzer SAGE-LMC (Large Magellanic Cloud) photometric survey (Meixner et al. 2006). SAGE0536G is bright at UV, mid-, and far-IR wavelengths but not particularly bright at radio frequencies (see fig. 1 in H11, where it is the brightest object at 8–160 $\mu$m).

All data were processed using the PYSALT software suite (Crawford et al. 2010), as follows: (i) preparation for the subsequent procedures using the task SALTPREPARE; (ii) correction for gain differences between the amplifiers of the different detectors using the task SALTGAIN; (iii) correction for cross-talk between the amplifiers upon read-out of the detectors using the task SALTTEXTALK; (iv) correction for the electronic offset by subtracting the bias level determined from the un-illuminated part of the detector using the task SALTBIAS; (v) cleansing the majority of cosmic ray imprints using the task SALTCRCLEAN; (vi) mosaicking into a single frame using the task SALTMOISAIC. We derived a wavelength solution from the exposure of an argon arc lamp which had been taken immediately after the science exposure, using the interactive task SPECFIT. This was then applied to the science frames using the task SPECFIT. In the case of multiple exposures these were combined using the task SALT.combine. The tasks SPECK and SPECEXTRACT were used, respectively, to subtract background light determined from a patch of sky adjacent to the object of interest and to extract a weighted average of the rows on the detector covering the object of interest.

The standard star EG 21 was observed on the 2012 September 8 with a 4-arcsec-wide slit but otherwise identical instrumental set-up. The data were processed in the same fashion as described previously, before determining a third-order polynomial response function using the task SPECTR. This was then applied to the low-resolution spectra using the task SPECCAL, which also includes a correction for the atmospheric continuum extinction but not discrete telluric features. The latter were removed by division by a normalized template incorporating two telluric oxygen bands as observed in the spectrum of SAGE0536S. Artefacts remaining from imperfect removal of cosmic rays and telluric emission were removed manually.

### 3 Scientific Results

#### 3.1 Overall spectral appearance: the nature of the AGN host galaxy

Figs 1 and 2 show the spectra of SAGE0536AGN, G and S. The first observation one could make is that SAGE0536AGN exhibits broad H$\alpha$ emission, SAGE0536G displays narrow Balmer and forbidden line emission, whilst SAGE0536S only shows absorption lines. Secondly, SAGE0536AGN is redshifted with respect to SAGE0536G, which is redshifted with respect to SAGE0536S. We thus identify SAGE0536AGN as an AGN, SAGE0536G as a star-forming galaxy, and SAGE0536S as a cool star.

The weakness of any narrow emission lines, in particular of [O III], in the spectrum of SAGE0536AGN is of significance as it means there is next to no current star formation activity. This is consistent with the lack of far-IR emission (H11), and implies that we are dealing with an early-type galaxy. Indeed, the lack of strong Balmer absorption lines but presence of metal absorption lines implies the absence of a sizeable population of stars younger than a few Gyr. The jump in the spectrum around a rest wavelength of 4000 Å, $D_{\lambda}(4000)$ (Balogh et al. 1999) and the H$\delta$ line index, $H_\delta_{\lambda}$ (Worthey & Ottaviani 1997) can be used as age indicators. We estimate $D_{\lambda}(4000) \sim 1.91$ and $H_\delta_{\lambda} \sim 0.09$ $\lambda$, which (including the look-back time – see below) would correspond to a dominant age of $\sim 9$ Gyr, or even older for sub-solar metallicity (Kauffmann et al. 2003a).

The broad H$\alpha$ emission in SAGE0536AGN is superimposed with weak, narrow line emission from H$\alpha$ and [N II]. The dominance of the BLR over the NLR suggests that the orientation of SAGE0536AGN is such that we have a clear view of the central

### Table 1. Observing parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dd-mm-yy</th>
<th>Grating/filter</th>
<th>Slit</th>
<th>$R = \lambda/\delta\lambda$</th>
<th>Grating/camera angle</th>
<th>$\Delta\lambda$ (Å)</th>
<th>$t_{\text{int}}$ (min)</th>
<th>Airmass</th>
<th>Seeing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08-09-12</td>
<td>PG0300/PC03850</td>
<td>$1.25 \text{ arcsec} \times 8 \text{ arcmin}$</td>
<td>300–700</td>
<td>5° 38′/10′′</td>
<td>3800–10 400</td>
<td>1 × 9</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.2 arcsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-10-12</td>
<td>PG1800/PC04600</td>
<td>$1.25 \text{ arcsec} \times 8 \text{ arcmin}$</td>
<td>3400–4000</td>
<td>40° 25′/50′′</td>
<td>6500–7750</td>
<td>3 × 16</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.9 arcsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-09-13</td>
<td>PG0900/(no filter)</td>
<td>$1.00 \text{ arcsec} \times 8 \text{ arcmin}$</td>
<td>1000–1500</td>
<td>12° 12′/24′′</td>
<td>3800–6180</td>
<td>3 × 13</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>2.0 arcsec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Kinematics: galaxy redshift, galaxy mass, and black hole mass

The recession velocity of SAGE0536AGN results in a redshift \( z = 0.1428 \pm 0.0001 \), which corresponds to a distance of 700 Mpc, \( k \)-corrected distance modulus of 39.08 mag, and a look-back time of 1.86 Gyr according to the standard \( \Lambda \) cold dark matter model with Hubble constant \( H_0 = 67.8 \text{ km s}^{-1} \text{ Mpc}^{-1} \) and matter density \( \Omega_0 = 0.308 \) (cf. Planck Collaboration XIII 2015). This redshift value is consistent with the estimate from the PAH features in the mid-IR (H11). This confirms that the optical object is the same as the IR object. The other galaxy, SAGE0536G has a redshift \( z = 0.0220 \pm 0.0001 \) (a distance of 100 Mpc); the line emission shows a gradient along the slit of \( \sim \pm 20 \text{ km s}^{-1} \), presumably due to the (projected) rotation of the disc of this galaxy. The redshift of the star SAGE0536S is \( z = 0.0011 \pm 0.0001 \), which places it within the LMC.

As motions within the BLR are dominated by the gravitational well of the central black hole, the H \( \beta \) line profile yields an estimate of the black hole mass (Kaspi et al. 2000; Vestergaard & Peterson 2006). Because of the faintness of the H \( \beta \)
emission we use instead the H α line, which has a full width at half-maximum ∼4000 ± 400 km s⁻¹ (corresponding to a Gaussian \( \sigma \sim 1700 \) km s⁻¹). Following Woo et al. (2014), who present a relation for the black hole mass derived solely from the H α line profile for type I AGNs

\[
\frac{M_{\text{BH}}}{M_\odot} = 2.2 \times 10^7 \times \left[ \frac{\sigma(\text{H}\alpha)}{10^3 \text{ km s}^{-1}} \right]^{2.06} \left[ \frac{L(\text{H}\alpha)}{10^{42} \text{ erg s}^{-1}} \right]^{0.46}. \quad (1)
\]

The H α luminosity is estimated from the integrated line profile and the i-band magnitude (H11) − L(Hα) ∼ 4 ± 0.4 × 10⁴¹ erg s⁻¹. Hence, \( M_{\text{BH}} \sim 3.5 \pm 0.8 \times 10^{6} M_\odot \).

### 3.3 Foreground interstellar absorption

The spectrum of SAGE0536G shows absorption in the Na I D doublet at 5890+5896 Å, arising within the interstellar medium (ISM) of the Milky Way and/or LMC (van Loon et al. 2013); foreground absorption in the diffuse interstellar band at 4428 Å is uncertain as it would coincide with redshifted Br γ arising in SAGE0536G. Likewise, any foreground Na I D absorption in the spectrum of SAGE0536AGN would coincide with redshifted Mg i whilst in the spectrum of SAGE0536S it would coincide with the stellar photospheric Na I D absorption.

### 4 DISCUSSION ON THE NATURE OF SAGE0536AGN

#### 4.1 The host galaxy

The brightness of SAGE0536AGN at radio, compared to that at optical frequencies, \( F_s/(4.75 \text{ GHz})/F_s/(B) = 40 \text{ mJy}/0.162 \text{ mJy} \gg 10 \) makes it a radio-loud AGN (Kellermann et al. 1989). On the other hand, \( L_s/(178 \text{ MHz}) \sim 4 \times 10^{21} \ll 2 \times 10^{25} \text{ W Hz}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1} \) places it in the Fanaroff–Riley class I (FR-I; Fanaroff & Riley 1974); SAGE0536AGN may well have the bright radio lobes that are characteristic of radio-loud galaxies, but if viewed close to pole-on it may resemble a compact FR-I type radio source.

The faintness at optical wavelengths \( (M_B \sim -20.6 \text{ mag}) \) and brightness at X-ray frequencies \( [L_s/(0.1-2.4 \text{ keV}) = 1.5 \times 10^{41} \text{ erg s}^{-1}] \) − see H11] and relative strength of broad compared to narrow Balmer lines, places SAGE0536AGN in the category of Seyfert 1 (Osterbrock 1977, 1981; Schmidt & Green 1983). While elliptical galaxies are the typical host of a broad-line radio AGN, most Seyferts are radio-quiet AGN residing in spiral galaxies. There thus seems to be some ambiguity as to the expected host galaxy type of SAGE0536AGN, which we have shown here is of early-type and definitely not a spiral galaxy. Indeed, in the diagnostic diagram of H α equivalent width versus \[N\alpha]/H \alpha \text{ ratio} \] – which Cid Fernandes et al. (2010) introduced to circumvent problems with weak or absent H β and/or [O iii] lines which traditionally form part of line diagnostic diagrams – SAGE0536AGN has much weaker \[N\alpha]/H\alpha \text{ than is usual for Seyferts. However, this is probably because we are comparing the [N ii] from the NLR with the H \alpha from the BLR.}

The UV-to-IR ratio is different for early- and late-type galaxies. SAGE0536AGN was not detected at near-UV (NUV) wavelengths with GALEX, however, to a limit of 3 \( \mu \text{Jy} \) (H11). Following Fukugita et al. (1996) this corresponds to an AB magnitude of 7.07, and hence the NUV-[3.6] colour is >5 mag. According to Bouquin et al. (2015) this makes SAGE0536AGN most likely an elliptical or S0 galaxy. So this is consistent with our optical spectroscopic determination of the galaxy type.

#### 4.2 The central engine

SAGE0536AGN stands out by its extremely strong silicate emission at 9.7 \( \mu \)m. Strong silicate emission is typical of broad-line AGNs.

### Table 2. WISE photometry for SAGE0536AGN (from Cutri et al. 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>( \lambda ) (µm)</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
<th>( F_s ) (mJy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>12.404±0.024</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>11.386±0.021</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.610±0.020</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6.607±0.043</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
radio galaxies (Dicken et al. 2014), so our BLR-dominated optical spectrum is consistent with its known radio loudness (H11). However, while its $F_{20}/F_{7}$ flux ratio (estimated from the Spitzer spectrum at 7 and 20 μm) is not unusual for this kind of galaxy/AGN, it takes an extreme position in a diagram of silicate strength $[S_97 = \text{In}(F_{97}/F_{\text{continuum}})]$ – Spoon et al. 2007 versus $F_{70}/F_{24}$ flux ratio (Fig. 3) compared to a sample of radio galaxies with Spitzer spectroscopy (Dicken et al. 2014). SAGE0536AGN shares the characteristics of strong silicate emission and low $F_{70}/F_{24}$ flux ratio with BLR galaxies, which is consistent with its optical spectrum being dominated by BLR emission. However, it is more extreme than the BLR galaxies featuring in this plot both in its silicate emission and in its $F_{70}/F_{24}$ flux ratio. It is possible that this is related to its modest host galaxy mass, compared to that of the comparison sample of BLR galaxies.

Gandhi et al. (2009) have shown that an excellent relation exists between the spatially resolved mid-IR luminosity of a Seyfert-type AGN and its X-ray luminosity. We could consider whether the same relationship might also apply to SAGE0536AGN. With an estimated foreground (Galactic + LMC) hydrogen column density of $N(H) \approx 1 \times 10^{21} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ (Staveley-Smith et al. 2003), and assuming a photon index of 2 (Gandi, private communication) we use the ROSAT measurement (see H11) and the PIMMS tool¹ to estimate that $L_X(2–10 \text{ keV}) \sim 1.8 \times 10^{43} \text{ erg s}^{-1}$. According to the relation in Gandhi et al. (2009)

$$\log \left[ \frac{L_{12}(12.3 \mu m)}{10^{43} \text{ erg s}^{-1}} \right] = 0.19 + 1.11 \log \left[ \frac{L_X(2–10 \text{ keV})}{10^{43} \text{ erg s}^{-1}} \right];$$

this would predict $L_{12}(12.3 \mu m) \sim 3 \times 10^{42} \text{ erg s}^{-1}$. The observed mid-IR luminosity of SAGE0536AGN is $L_{12}(12.3 \mu m) \sim 1.3 \times 10^{42} \text{ erg s}^{-1}$, i.e. a factor $\sim 4$ brighter. We could reconcile the two if we added internal absorption equivalent to $N(H) \sim 2 \times 10^{22} \text{ cm}^{-2}$.

¹ https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl

This neutral gas, along with the dust may be a wind seen in front of the nuclear engine (cf. Hönig et al. 2013).

Indeed, the $H \alpha/H \beta$ peak ratio in our spectra is $\sim 20$ and hence $\gg 2.8$ (as expected for Case B recombination; see Osterbrock 1974) and thus suggestive of differential extinction (reddening) by dust. A factor 7 differential extinction at these wavelengths corresponds to $E(B - V) \sim 1.6 \text{ mag}$ (cf. Lyu, Hao & Li 2014). With $N(H) \approx 2.2 \times 10^{21} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ (Güver & Özel 2009) and a canonical $A_V \approx 3.1E(B - V)$ this would suggest an associated hydrogen column density $N(H) \sim 1 \times 10^{22} \text{ cm}^{-2}$. The factor 2 difference with the above estimate based on the X-ray attenuation can easily be accounted for by lowering the dust:gas ratio by a factor of 2 compared to what is typical in the neutral ISM of the Milky Way, for instance if the gas is metal-poor (Tatton et al. 2013) or if it sublimates in the vicinity of the AGN. Thus, while each of the above determinations carries uncertainties in measurement and assumption, the fact that these independent measurements (X-ray, IR, optical lines) can be understood within a single, consistent picture lends credence to the presence of a dusty X-ray absorber near the central engine in SAGE0536AGN.

With a host galaxy stellar velocity dispersion of $\sigma = 123 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ we would have expected $M_{\text{BH}} \sim 1.8 \times 10^7 \text{ M}_\odot$ (e.g. Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002; Gültekin et al. 2009; McConnell & Ma 2013). On the basis of the estimated host galaxy mass we would have expected $M_{\text{BH}} \sim 5 \times 10^7 \text{ M}_\odot$ (Sanghvi et al. 2014). These are an order of magnitude below the $M_{\text{BH}} = 3.5 \pm 0.8 \times 10^8 \text{ M}_\odot$ we determined for SAGE0536AGN; in Fig. 4 we plot the location of SAGE0536AGN in an $M_{\text{BH}}-\sigma$ diagram along with the data and best-fitting line from McConnell & Ma (2013). The latter consists of a mix of early- and late-type galaxies, but they do not differ much in their occupation of the diagram. Admittedly, the scatter around these relations is significant (Salviander & Shields 2013). The fact that SAGE0536AGN lies within a factor of 2 of the $M_{\text{BH}}-M_{\text{spheroid}}$ (Graham & Scott 2015)
and $M_{\text{BH}}-L_{\text{spheroid}}(V)$ (McConnell & Ma 2013; Park et al. 2015) relations may be regarded as confirmation that the host galaxy of SAGE0536AGN is indeed dominated by a spheroidal component. Overmassive black holes have been suggested in other galaxies, but these are based on luminosity determinations of the galaxy mass which depend on galaxy morphology; in the $M_{\text{BH}}-\sigma$ diagram they occupy unremarkable positions (Kormendy & Ho 2013).

McQuillan & McLaughlin (2013) explain the $M_{\text{BH}}-\sigma$ relation as resulting from self-regulated feedback, in which the black hole outflow speed, $v_{\text{outflow}}$, features: $M_{\text{BH}}/v_{\text{outflow}} \propto \sigma^{-1}$ and thus any black hole outflow in SAGE0536AGN is expected to be weak, $v_{\text{outflow}} \sim 0.002c$ compared to a median of $v_{\text{outflow}} \sim 0.035c$ for local AGN (McQuillan & McLaughlin 2013). A slow outflow would also be consistent with the relatively high (for an AGN seen pole-on) hydrogen and dust column density as estimated above. Stronger winds in starbursts sometimes give rise to Na i D absorption (Rupke, Veilleux & Sanders 2005) but SAGE0536AGN is not a starburst galaxy and its Na i D profile shows no sign of significant broadening or displacement as one may expect from a strong wind.

The luminosity of the AGN can be determined from the $H\alpha$ luminosity (Woo et al. 2014):

$$L_{\text{bol}}(\text{AGN}) = 2.21 \times \left( \frac{L(H \alpha)}{10^{42} \text{ erg s}^{-1}} \right)^{0.86}.$$  

Hence we obtain $L_{\text{bol}}(\text{AGN}) = 5.3 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{45}$ erg s$^{-1}$. With an Eddington luminosity of $L_{\text{edd}} = 1.25 \times 10^{38} M(\text{BH})$ erg s$^{-1}$ (Wyithe & Loeb 2002) we obtain $L_{\text{bol}}(\text{AGN})/L_{\text{edd}} = 0.12$. Hence the AGN in SAGE0536AGN is as active as one may expect for a black hole of this size – at high $M_{\text{BH}}$ and $L_{\text{bol}}(\text{AGN})$ where almost all AGN are of optical type I (Oh et al. 2015).

Interestingly, the extreme silicate strength, moderately strong X-ray absorber, and moderately high accretion rate are in fair agreement with models for an AGN comprising of a geometrically thin optically thick disc, geometrically thicker optically thinner medium (e.g. a disc wind), and an outflow cone for an inclination angle close to zero degrees (Stalevski et al. 2012; Schartmann et al. 2014).

4.3 An evolutionary picture

How can we explain the extreme properties of SAGE0536AGN? The modest star formation rate is typical of a radio-loud galaxy (Gürkan et al. 2015). Given the predominance of the BLR we could be looking into the heart of the AGN. The host is a rather modest-mass galaxy – not a giant C D elliptical galaxy such as M 87 of which the AGN is fed by cooling flows from the cluster intergalactic medium. But SAGE0536AGN hosts a rather massive and actively accreting nuclear black hole. While the evidence we present here is in favour of a predominantly pressure-supported mature stellar system, we cannot fully rule out a lenticular galaxy with some rotational support, seen face-on – this could lower the observed velocity dispersion and bring it closer to the canonical $M_{\text{BH}}-\sigma$ relation.

The black hole in SAGE0536AGN could have been fed recently by a gas-rich minor merger or cooling flows from its circumbalactic environment. This would explain its current level of AGN activity for such modest galaxy host. Traces of intermediate-age populations in early-type galaxies of QSOs at redshifts $z \sim 0.2$ have recently been suggested to represent the aftermath of mergers (Canalizo & Stockton 2013), but no such intermediate-age populations are detected in SAGE0536AGN. Minor mergers have also been invoked to explain dust lanes in early-type galaxies, in which the star formation efficiency is very low (Davis et al. 2015). A merger scenario does not offer an explanation for the exuberant mass of the black hole, but black holes are in fact seen to grow at a faster rate than the galaxies they inhabit (Diamond-Stanic & Rieke 2012; LaMassa et al. 2013b), and galaxy growth may even be prematurely curtailed (Ferré-Mateu et al. 2015).

Nature appears to fine-tune the competition between circumgalactic cooling flows feeding a nuclear black hole or feeding star formation within the host galaxy, and the feedback from the black hole (and possibly star formation) heating the accreted gas thus preventing stars from forming. This balance relies critically on the time-scales and development of thermal instabilities within the gas (Voit et al. 2015), and it may have shifted in the case of SAGE0536AGN towards a relatively warm accretion flow and/or rapid feedback thus leading to black hole growth without the associated stellar mass build-up.

The AGN activity may now have largely subsided due to a lack of fresh fuel, having quenched all star formation in its host (cf. Stasińska et al. 2008; Cid Fernandes et al. 2010; Cimatti et al. 2013; Tasca et al. 2014; Wong et al. 2015). The black hole mass is now as massive as it gets, having devoured much of its host’s gas. It may resemble a lower-mass counterpart to the redshift 1.6 radio galaxy 5C 7.245 (Humphrey et al. 2015) or redshift 3.3 galaxy CID-947 (Trakhtenbrot et al. 2015); the lower redshift at which we see something similar happen to SAGE0536AGN is in agreement with the ‘donsizing’ scenario in which lower-mass galaxies evolve more slowly. Galaxies with $M_{\text{star}} \sim 2.5 \times 10^{10}$ M⊙ are indeed seen to be nearing the end of their assembly history around redshift $z \sim 0.1$–0.2 (McDermid et al. 2015). However, the old age of SAGE0536AGN ($>9$ Gyr, i.e. $z > 2.25$) seems incompatible with this evolutionary scenario. Interestingly, some nearby star-forming dwarf galaxies with broad-line AGN have been found with $M_{\text{BH}}$ about seven times that expected from the $M_{\text{BH}}-M_{\text{star}}$ relation (viz. galaxies B and D in Reines, Greene & Geha 2013). The latter could represent even more delayed transformation of even lower-mass AGN-host galaxies, again consistent with the mass-dependent galaxy assembly history paradigm (McDermid et al. 2015). On the other hand, this would fail to explain the overmassive black hole in the nearby massive lenticular galaxy NGC 1277 (Scharwächter et al. 2015).

The effective radius $R_e$ of the host galaxy may be the parameter which improves upon the $M_{\text{BH}}-\sigma$ relation to create a Fundamental Plane of $M_{\text{BH}}-\sigma-R_e$ (Marconi & Hunt 2003; de Francesco, Capetti & Marconi 2006). If SAGE0536AGN is in transformation from a late-type to an early-type galaxy, its effective radius may now be relatively large. This would be expected for newly quenched early-type galaxies (Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2007; Carollo et al. 2013; Cassata et al. 2013; Poggianti et al. 2013), but SAGE0536AGN appears to have stopped forming stars in abundance already some 9 Gyr ago.

Much to the contrary, Katkov, Kniazev & Sil’chenko (2015) suggest lenticular galaxies are only now building up discs that may see them eventually transform into spiral galaxies. The mechanism for this transformation is accretion of cold gas from their surroundings, which could indeed fuel also a nuclear black hole. The large spread in ages for lenticular (SO) galaxies (Poggianti et al. 2001, 2009) – which have $\sigma$ broadly similar to that of SAGE0536AGN – indicates that this process may still be ongoing at $z < 1$. While it does not explain the large black hole mass in SAGE0536AGN, aside from its low $\sigma$ possibly being due to projection effects it could also mean that SAGE0536AGN may evolve closer to the canonical $M_{\text{BH}}-\sigma$ relation as the galaxy grows in mass (cf. DeGraf et al. 2015). On the other hand, there is no evidence of stars younger than $\sim 9$ Gyr.
in the optical spectrum of SAGE0536AGN, which seems to be in tension with it building up a disc now.

An alternative explanation for supermassive black holes was offered by Volonteri & Ciotti (2013) for central cluster galaxies, which they suggest are predominantly the result from dry mergers that do little to increase the velocity dispersion. Savorgnan & Graham (2015) found a lack of evidence for this scenario among massive galaxies. That does not mean that it may not be a viable option for less massive galaxies such as SAGE0536AGN. It could explain why it lies closer to the $M_{\text{BH}}$–$M_{\text{stellar}}$ relation than to the $M_{\text{BH}}$–$\sigma$ relation.

There must be other objects like SAGE0536AGN, and these could well form a new sub-class of weak-line radio galaxies (WLRG) with warm dust. WLRG galaxies are defined by their optical [O iii] equivalent width <10 Å (Tadhunter et al. 1998); they are not normally associated with dust and it has therefore been suggested that they may be accreting directly from the hot inter-galactic medium (Hardcastle, Evans & Croston 2007). SAGE0536AGN would classify as a WLRG, but it does contain dust. Another WLRG, PKS 0043–42 at $z = 0.116$ (Tadhunter et al. 1993) also exhibits warm dust, though with $F_{\text{H}}/F_{\text{24}} = 0.9$ it is less extreme than SAGE0536AGN. While in PKS 0043–42 the silicate is seen in absorption (Ramos Almeida et al. 2011) and it is an FR-II object, these differences with SAGE0536AGN could be largely explained by orientation effects with PKS 0043–42 being seen edge on.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Optical spectra obtained with the SALT have allowed us to better characterize the peculiar AGN-dominated galaxy SAGE1C J053634.78–722658.5 (SAGE0536AGN for short).

(i) We determine an accurate redshift of $z = 0.1428 \pm 0.0001$ from the optical absorption and emission lines.

(ii) We confirm the strong presence of an AGN, of type I based on broad Hα emission.

(iii) We determine the black hole mass $M_{\text{BH}} \sim 3.5 \pm 0.8 \times 10^8 M_\odot$, on the basis of the Hα width and luminosity, accreting at $\sim 12$ per cent of the Eddington rate.

(iv) Narrower, weaker Hα and [N ii] emission is attributed to the NLR around the AGN; limits on the far-IR emission rule out a star formation origin of the line emission.

(v) The overall appearance of the optical spectrum is that of an early-type galaxy at least $\sim 9$ Gyr old, consistent with the absence of star formation indicators.

(vi) We measure a stellar velocity dispersion $\sigma = 123 \pm 15$ km s$^{-1}$ and hence derive a host galaxy mass $M_{\text{stellar}} \sim 2.5^{+1.2}_{-1.0} \times 10^{10} M_\odot$.

(vii) The mid-IR properties, in particular the intense silicate emission, point towards an AGN torus seen close to pole-on but with moderate X-ray absorption possibly associated with a dusty wind.

(viii) SAGE0536AGN lies (well) above the canonical $M_{\text{BH}}$–$\sigma$ and $M_{\text{BH}}$–$M_{\text{stellar}}$ relations, explaining its original discovery by H11 as an AGN-dominated galaxy.

Outliers like SAGE0536AGN may provide useful clues as to how the observed scaling relations arise and evolve. SAGE0536AGN will need to accumulate stellar mass in future, if it is going to move closer to the main scaling relations between $M_{\text{BH}}$ and host galaxy properties. But it does not appear to have an internal reservoir of gas to do so.

Deep, high-resolution optical images of the host galaxy are needed to confirm its morphological type and to determine the effective radius – to improve the determination of the mass of the spheroidal component – thus elucidating the nature and evolutionary status of this remarkable galaxy.
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